
2012-2013 PARENT EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM 
End of Year Report on the educational series for parents of early learners:  

“BEST PARENTING PRACTICES”  
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Program Goals:   
The general goal of Best Parenting Practices classes is to improve parenting skills in two areas: (1) 

positive interactions, including methods of discipline with children, and (2) support of cognitive and 

language development in early learning. Our specific goals were that at least 60% of participants would 

attend 4 or more classes and of these, 75% would give evidence of improvement in parenting practices.  
 

Topics we addressed were: respecting children and their feelings; planning ahead; being good listeners; 

responding to crying and tantrums; using redirection and choices; giving clear rules and reminders; 

using time-outs and consequences age-appropriately; negative effects of yelling, criticism and spanking 

in response to undesirable emotional or social behavior; reading daily to children; activities for 

vocabulary building, counting, classification, fine-motor development, and creative play; safety
1
. 

 

Sites, Partners, Participants, Staff:  
We provided classes at selected neighborhood sites where a group of Spanish-speaking and/or bilingual 

parents were participating in the Waterford Mobile Early Reading Program, and also at Westside 

Neighborhood Center on food distribution day. The latter was a trial site in co-sponsorship with City of 

Santa Barbara Parks and Recreation Department and ended after 3 classes due to low attendance. 
 

Site:    # of classes  # of adult participants  Partner 

  Eastside library    7   22 (incl. 3 visitors)  Waterford  

  Alameda Park (central SB)  5   15 (incl. 4 visitors)  Waterford 

Day-care patio (Chino St./west side) 7   25 (incl. 6 visitors)  Waterford 

Parque de los Niños  (on west side ) 6   17 (incl. 4 visitors)  Waterford 

Westside Neighborhood Center  3       9 (incl. 2 visitors) Parks & Recreation 
 

Classes were co-taught in Spanish
2
 by Rosalina Palacios and program designer, Theresa Weissglass. 

Both are highly experienced parent educators. Ms. Weissglass is an early childhood education specialist 

and Ms. Palacios is a community counselor. Preschool children were provided with story time and 

toddlers with play activities during classes. Classes and learning materials were free of charge. 
 

“Best Parenting Practices” Participants and Attendance:  

88 parents and grandparents, including visitors, attended classes. (83 women and 5 men), These 

participants had, in total, the care of 162 children aged 2 months to 15 years, mostly 8 or younger. 

All participants, except one at one site, were bilingual Spanish/English or Spanish-speakers. At the 

Waterford sites, participants show strong motivation to support their children’s learning as evidenced by 

their participation nearly every week day with their children in the Waterford Mobile program. 
 

Attendance:  (statistics are based on 69 participants, and exclude “one-time only”  visitors from totals)  

   #Students           

   8  (11.5%) attended 7 classes    

 22  (32%) attended 6 or more classes   

 32  (46%) attended 5 or more classes   

 44  (64%) attended 4 or more classes       (surpassing program goal of 60%)  

 55  (80%) attended 3 or more classes   

 69  (100%)    attended 2 or more classes   

                                                 
1
Responding to parent requests we discussed earthquake preparation and safety at 2 sites. 

2
 Information was translated at one site for an English-only participant.  



  

Learning Materials: 

95 children aged 3-6 (our primary group of focus) received between 2 and 5 home play learning kits and 

1 - 3 bilingual story books (based on participants’ attendance). Totals given:  333 home play learning 

kits; 207 books. Kits included activities to build skills in vocabulary, counting, color identification, 

matching and classifying objects, fine motor muscle development, and to enhance creativity. Parents 

could enroll infant to 5 year old children in Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library for free books monthly. 
 

All adult participants received a personalized folder containing: a summary of best parenting practices 

discussed in class, a suggestion sheet on how to help children become prepared for school, 10 Reasons 

to Smile, Children Learn What They Live, Tips for Interactive Reading to Children, a FEMA Check list 

booklet for safety in earthquakes. 
 

Outcomes: 

Over 90% of participants who attended at least 4 classes reported they read stories to their children 

several times a week (some daily), had introduced their children to the learning kit activities, and were 

helping children with vocabulary, counting, colors, matching games and the trace/lace activities. 
 

All participants who attended 4 or more classes described some improvements in parenting skills. In 

weekly reporting, 85+% gave examples of interactions with children. Most often reported was talking 

more respectfully, but firmly when needed, versus yelling at children when there was a problem; also 

being more patient with crying and tantrums. Several mothers said they told older children about their 

“homework” to not yell and to be respectful and asked for cooperation. They were surprised that the 

children did cooperate, one child even saying “ so you can do well on your homework”! A few mothers 

told the fathers about techniques they were learning and reported their husbands were trying them. 

Others had less success.  An ongoing difficulty mentioned by some mothers was that the fathers tended 

to give in to whatever was wanted and not uphold rules when children cried. We continued to work with 

these moms, giving suggestions on how to explain to others the negative long-term effects of always 

“giving in” Many parents mentioned how helpful class discussions were and requested more classes. 
 

Certificate and Prizes 

Each parent/grandparent who attended 4 or more classes was presented with a Certificate of 

Achievement. Those attending 5, 6 or 7 classes were given additional prizes such as books, additional 

kits, pencils, and a bottle of bubbles for their children. Infants and toddlers were given a toy.  

 

Home Play Learning Kits and Books that participants could earn through attendance: 

1. Artist Kit  

2. Trace & Lace Kit 

3. Color/Count/Sort Kit (color cards + mini farm or domestic animals + pompoms) 

4. Dinosaur matching game 

5. Animal Puppet kit 

6. Book: Dora Explores Colors/Dora Explora los Colores  

7. Book: Count With Dora/Contar con Dora  

8. Book: Curious George Dinosaur Tracks/Jorge el curioso Huellas de dinosaurio 
 

 

 
 

 

 


